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When I was a teenager I used to eagerly await the arrival
of the Willis and Geiger® catalog. Back then I dreamt of
two things-being able to afford one of their leather bomber
jackets and going on safari. Unfortunately, the sad tale of
Willis and Geiger® is an all too common one: successful
entrepreneur sells out to a big corporation that does not
share the same vision and passion; quality standards erode;
product development stagnates; after a string of owners, the
company goes out of business.
Early on in my career I worked for a Fortune 500 company,
and, for the past two decades, I have answered to a Board
of Directors. While those jobs paid the bills, I found little
joy in them. The bureaucracy associated with matrix style
organizations meant getting everyone to agree on the path
forward consumed most of my time and slowed progress.
In stark contrast to that is the freedom I enjoy with this labor
of love. In what many would consider a very difficult year,
we are excited to tempt you with more new products than
ever before. Most people think you make quantum leaps
when the market is good. In my experience, the opposite is
true; when the economy turns, you get a rare opportunity
to separate yourself from the pack by pouring on the coal!
This year, that is exactly what we at African Sporting
Creations have done. When COVID-19 hit, we ran our
$10,000 First Responder Give-Away to make sure you had
something positive to focus on by hearing about the good
work so many were doing to keep us safe. Right after that,
we ran our biggest customer sweepstakes ever. Since we had
a little more time on our hands, we designed our new Fly’s
Eye® bipod with two points of contact for unprecedented
accuracy. We also expanded our offering of Rhodesian
Teak Furniture and are introducing a new line of plated
silver housewares. For our African suppliers, 2020 has been
a particularly tough year so we made the conscious decision
to buy more from them than we expect to sell in order to
provide them with a bridge to the future.
The only thing we can control during these trying times is
our attitude, and ours is best summed up by that famous
quote attributed to Rear Admiral David Glasgow, “Damn
the torpedoes, full speed ahead!”
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Gift Cards
It’s the perfect gift for the
adventurer on your list.

Hopefully somewhere there is a teenage boy or girl checking
their mailbox for this catalog this fall. If that happens, we
are on the right track.
Good Hunting!

Unsure of a size, color or feature that someone would like?
A gift certificate is a simple and easy way to ensure they get
exactly what they want. Enter their email address and a message,
and we’ll automatically send them a coupon code they can use
when shopping online. www.africansc.com

In the News
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Fly’s Eye® Bipod
Fly’s Eye® Bipod

2 Points Contact

Two Sections

This new model is engineered to deliver unmatched support
and pin-point accuracy by offering twice as many points
of contact. They offer best-in-class performance due to the
intuitive design, rugged construction, ability to change the
point of impact without repositioning, compactness when
taken apart, light weight and quietness-all backed by the only
unconditional lifetime warranty in the business. They are
hand-crafted, in our Ohio workshop and are the only product
of its type Made in the USA.

Bridge Tops

No expense was spared to build the best
product possible.

Pivot Head

3 The pivot head utilizes an investment grade aluminum casting
sleeved with an indestructible polymer that fully encases
the stainless steel pivot ball. The rear support arm opens up
to create a 20” span between the two points of contact. This
length is ideal for double rifles, single shots and bolt actions.
The para cord that connects the two sections is just one of
several fail-safes incorporated into this model.
3T
 he optional one-piece suede leather bridge top slides over
the front wooden posts and allows you to shift your forend
to move the point of impact approximately 25’ at 50 yards to
follow moving game without repositioning the sticks.
3 I f you do not have the extra few seconds to deploy the rear
support arm or are taking a close shot and do not need it, you
can use them as a traditional bipod.
3T
 he rear support arm “V” is designed to go behind the pistol
grip of the rifle. Do not put it directly behind the trigger guard
as they are not designed to be used from that position.
3W
 hen in use, the spread between the bottom legs on the
ground is approximately 4’. This spread allows the rear support
arm “V” to spread out far enough to securely hold the rifle
stock behind the pistol grip.
 o not crouch behind the sticks as that will put your eye too
3D
close to the scope. They are made long enough so you can
stand relatively upright to avoid “scope eye.”

Now accepting orders with delivery by March 31, 2012
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Advantages Versus
Other Models
3 Intuitive design that is easy to adjust-no protruding buttons
under tension that all have to be depressed at the same time
or sleeve you have to carry in the field to facilitate the above.
3 Heavy-duty construction makes them extremely rigid.
3 Optional one-piece suede leather bridge top allows you to
adjust point of impact without repositioning.
3 Lighter weight at approximately 3 pounds versus up to twice
as much for competitive models.
3 Quieter as no hollow aluminum tubes to conduct sound.
3 More compact when taken apart as even on XL model the
longest section is only 38” long.
3 Nothing permanently affixed to your rifle that makes it
difficult to sling or carry.
3 Covered by the only unconditional lifetime warranty in the
industry with local spare parts.
Please go to our site for additional product
details, instructions on how to set them up
and how to change your point of impact
without repositioning them when you
select the optional one-piece suede leather
bridge tops.

Sizes - M, L and XL
3 Mediums fit those 5’5” - 5’8” and are 68” long when
assembled and the longest section is 36” when taken apart for
transportation. Call us if you need a shorter size.
3L
 arges fit those 5’9”- 6” and are 70” long when assembled and
the longest section is 36” when taken apart for transportation.
3X
 L fit those between 6’1” -6’4” and are 72” long when
assembled and the longest section is 38” when taken apart for
transportation. Call us if you need a longer size.

Prices
3 Base model with oak shafts, non-anodized silver pivot head,
traditional circular leather tops and no case. – $369
3 Fully loaded model with more rigid hickory shafts, black
anodized pivot head, one-piece suede leather bridge top
and heavy-duty canvas carrying case-our best value
and save $50. – $419
3 Engrave name for $49
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African Shooting Sticks
Shooting Sticks:
Frequently Asked Questions
4 How quickly do they ship?

We ship stock Shooting Stick orders the next business day. If you want the connector
engraved with a name or initials, it will add 7 business days to the delivery time.

4 What size should I order?
We provide size information based on your height. If you are between sizes or plan to
take steep uphill shots, (need them longer to avoid scope eye) we recommend the next
larger size. You can always work with a set that is a little too long. If they are too short,
in addition to the risk of “scope eye” the “V” at the top that supports the fore end will
be too close together. Since it will not be wider than your fore end, the far leg has a
tendency to kick out during recoil.

4 What are the most rigid models you offer?
All of the models offered are very rigid. Keep in mind that you do not have to press
your rifle down into them to improve accuracy. They are simply a rest for your rifle and
another point of contact. If you exert a lot of downward pressure, your muscles will
fatigue and your groups will actually get larger.

4 How long are they when taken apart?
All of our models unscrew and can fit in a full-length rifle case. Larges range from
36-38” and XL range from 38-40” long. If you are traveling with a take-down case or
want to put them in a duffel bag, then our large or XL SuperCompacts will fit in either
with an ID length of at least 28.25.”

4 How much do they weigh?
Domestic wood, large-sized sticks weigh approximately 2.5 pounds. Exotic wood sticks
weigh a half-pound more due to their greater density, but this is still less than most
premium Aluminum tripods. SuperCompact Hickory domestics weigh approximately
3 pounds (Featherweights weigh 1/2 pound less) due to the extra set of connectors which
increase their versatility and allow them to unscrew to a shorter length.

4 Do you repair them?
Yes, but we have only done this less than a dozen times in 15 years. If you need a repair,
simply send them back with a note explaining what you need done. If you need parts
you have lost or worn out, simply order them online.

SILVER AFRICAN SHOOTING STICKS

These are just as functional as the Platinum exotic wood
ones, but without all the bells and whistles. Shafts are
Hickory, a tough, rigid wood used for axe handles, and
these are combined with anodized take-down connectors.
They include one set of hand-sewn leather tops and a
canvas carrying case. These are the same version Dirk de
Bod, the SCI and DSC PH of the Year, has been using for
the past 10 years.
Standards: for 73” and shorter hunters - $239
XL: for hunters 74"+ - $265
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Supercompacts & Carbon Fiber Sticks
SUPERCOMPACTS are our most versatile shooting sticks.
Use the top section alone to shoot from the prone position.
Connect the top section to the bottom ones, which feature quiet
wood points, to shoot from the kneeling position or to make a 48”
walking staff for navigating rough terrain. Use all three sections to
shoot from the standing position.
To make sure you can plant them in the ground, pointed tips
are always facing down whether you use one, two, or all three
sections. The shorter wood sections make these sticks even more
rigid than our other models. They are also ideal for those who like
to travel with their firearms incognito in a shorter take-down case
(Blaser®, double rifles) and need a more compact set of shooting
sticks. Instead of one set of anodized take-down connectors, these
have two.
Featherweights-Weigh approximately 2.5 lbs. and use light-weight
but very rigid exotic African hardwood for the top and bottom
sections. Hickory stained, a medium brown color is used for the
middle sections. – $429
Standards-Larges weigh approximately 3.0 lbs. and use hickory
stained medium brown for all sections. – $379

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

Medium size fits hunters 62”-67,” and the longest section measures 26.”
Large size fits hunters 68”-73,” and the longest section measures 26.”
XL fits hunters above 74,” and the longest section measures 28.25”
(will fit in a Blaser® case). Engrave your name on the connector for
$49. Order by 12/15 for holiday delivery.

Carbon Fiber Shooting Sticks
PLATINUM CARBON FIBER SHOOTING
STICKS are for anyone who wants the lightest and

most rigid sticks available. Carbon fiber is four times
stronger than steel yet weighs less than aluminum.
Weigh approximately 2.5 lbs – $449
Large (68-73”) and XL (above 74”).
Engrave name for $49.
Order by 12/15 for holiday delivery.

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

CARBON FIBER SHOOTING STICKS
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African Shooting Sticks
Many years ago we only offered one product: African
Shooting Sticks. We set out to make the best ones
available, and the rest of the business developed from that
first, initial product.

UNCONDITIONAL

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Our typical customer purchases up to a half-dozen, less
expensive, aluminum shooting sticks before they finally
“invest” in a set of ours. While our sticks “cost more,”
they will save you money over the long run, and your
grandchildren will be proud to use them one day.
On our Shooting Sticks the connector is the strongest
component because it is milled from a solid block of
aircraft aluminum and has three points of contact for
unmatched strength. The adjustment mechanism on
competitive Shooting Sticks are usually the weakest
component because they rely on plastic or thin, stamped
metal pieces. This explains why they typically offer a
one-year limited warranty versus our unconditional,
lifetime warranty.
In addition to being strong, they are also stealthy. The
most unnatural sound in the wild is a metallic one. Our
competitors use a hollow aluminum tube with pointed
metal bottoms that can make noise which scares off
game. Our solid wood shafts and pencil sharpened
wood or polymer bottoms are the quietest on the market
and help you get in close.
No one ever regretted owning the very best, and our
Shooting Sticks have earned a cult-like following among
PH’s and serious hunters all over the world. Read for
yourself why people who hunt for a living (or live to
hunt) consider them to be beyond compare!

Jim has experimented
with various woods,
improving the design
with each generation
until now he is close
enough to perfect to
rate a GRAY’S BEST.

I am a firm believer in “African style shooting sticks”
and have been using sticks from African Sporting
Creations for several seasons. This year African
Sporting Creations' screw-in tripod has become a
permanent part of my gear. I took them to Pakistan
in January where I used them "short" to take a Sind
Ibex and “long” to take a Himalayan Ibex at long
range in deep snow. Right now I am in Argentina –
and you can bet my sticks are here with me!

Terry Wieland
Expeditions & Guides
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– Craig Boddington

African Shooting Sticks
PLATINUM EXOTIC WOOD STICKS

These are the quietest and toughest sticks on the market that have earned the
coveted Gray’s Best award in 2009. The rigid, exotic wood shafts come with
hand-sewn, Cape buffalo tops that will not snag on brush. The anodized take-down
connectors are milled out of solid aluminum and have three points of contact
for unmatched strength. Use the same sticks the best known PHs in the business
rely on season after season and that travel everywhere with Craig Boddington.
Heavy-duty canvas carrying case included. Available in the three exotic woods
pictured below.
Specify Medium (62-67”), Large (68-73”) and XL (above 74”) – $399.
Engrave name for $49 | Order by 12/15 for holiday delivery.

SILVER

MODEL

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

PLATINUM

MODEL
Hand-Sewn Leather
Cape Buffalo Tops

Hand-Sewn Leather Tops
(optional)

Hickory Shafts
(optional)

Choose from three
Exotic Wood Shafts:
Jatoba, Leopardwood,
Shedua

Plastic Tubing
Noise Bumpers

Indestructible Synthetic
Noise Bumpers

Black Anodized
Connectors

Black Anodized
Connectors (optional)

Optional Engraving
Personalize for $49
Each Model Includes a Heavy-Duty Canvas Carrying Case

Each Model Includes
Pencil Sharpened Bottoms
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Safari Clothing & Bug Repellent
COURTENEY® SAFARI SHIRT

Made from tough, 100% cotton twill with pleated, billowed
pockets, buttons for holding up sleeves, extendable sun shade
collar and the logo on the left. M, L, & XL – $109

SAFARI JACKET

Made from Tropicool® 100% cotton in the traditional Khaki
color. Plenty of pockets and perfect for cool mornings or
evenings around the campfire.
L, XL & 2XL – $129

Extendable
SUN SHADE
COLLAR
Embroidered
COURTENEY
LOGO
BUTTONS
for holding
up sleeves

Pleated,
billowed
POCKETS
for gadgets
& gear

100%
COTTON
Twill

HUNTER PANTS & SHORTS

Constructed with 5½ oz lightweight
“tropicool” cotton pigment
dyed to give a worn look and
pre-shrunk. Washable by the
river or in your washing machine.
Pants – $55
Shorts – $40

PICARIDIN BUG
REPELLENT

is better than DEET; at repelling
biting flies and lasts 14 hours vs.
8. Use with Permethrin clothing
treatment for full body protection.
Seven individual packets of lotion
will last one person seven days.
– $21

ROHNER® LIGHT
TREKKING SOCKS

This sock will keep you cool in
summer and warm in winter, without
the bulk. Made of Merino Wool with
a reinforced sole that absorbs shock.
Rohner’s unique Antislip Tube®
technology will keep your socks in
place without binding.
Large and XL – $20

PERMETHRIN
CLOTHING TREATMENT

provides 6 weeks of protection
through 6 washings to
keep biting insects off your
clothing. 24 oz. spray bottle
treats 3 complete outfits. Use
with Picaridin for full body
protection.– $19
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Elephant & Cape Buffalo Metal Targets

ELEPHANT AND CAPE BUFFALO METAL TARGETS

These targets are for use with .22 rimfire ammunition only (short, long and long rifle) and set up quickly without any tools. The
targets are sloped forward to deflect bullets downward and slide onto a 36” tall stand you plant in the ground. Both animals are
approximately 18” across and utilize a swinging popper behind a 2” cut-out for instant feedback. Always wear impact resistant
eyewear and hearing protection when using these targets and make sure all of your bullets will be contained in a safe area.
Elephant or Cape buffalo target with stand – $249 each

PERFECT SHOT MINI EDITION II

This expanded and updated version is now 160
pages in length-32 more
pages than the original
Mini Perfect Shot.
– $19.99

PERFECT SHOT TARGETS

Practice with these
Big Five or Plains Game
targets and bring home
the perfect trophy!
Each package
contains five posters
that measure 2’ x 3’.
– $19.99 ea.

Safari Essentials
SAFARI CLEANING KIT

Comes in a thick 15” canvas
case that contains all the items
shown to clean your Big Bore
in the field. Includes a 3-pc
brass rod, silicone cloth,
lubricant, Kynoch jag and
brush. Available in .375-500
NE. – $99

COMPRESSION SOCKS

are a must for long flights as they
help promote blood flow.
Over-the-calf with
reinforced toe and heel.
M, L & XL – $20
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Exotic Wood, Aluminum Ammo & Rifle Cases

EXOTIC WOOD AMMO BOXES are sized for each particular caliber, showcase the beauty of two different exotic African

woods, utilize premium dovetail construction and feature a thick leather handle. In-stock boxes combine eight
of the most popular plains game/dangerous game calibers with eight different African animals. In-stock models start at $139

CUSTOM AMMO BOXES require a 90 day lead time and can be personalized with a name/initials, any caliber and up to two

animals from over twenty species.Visit www.africansc.com for details. Custom models start at $169
MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

ALUMINUM FIREARMS AND AMMO CASES

are airline approved and we offer three models of rifle cases in seven different configurations; two different take-down shotgun
cases and two sizes of ammo boxes. The three-gun and two-gun cases are wheeled and each is offered in three different sizes;
standard, XL size for guns with brakes up to 51.5” long and an XLT size for guns with brakes and tactical scopes that have wider
and taller turrets. Rifle and shotgun cases delivered to the continental USA within 3 weeks.
Three gun cases start at – $579, two gun cases (left) start at – $529 | single gun case – $379
Take-down o/u shotgun with 2 sets of barrels (middle) – $449 | or one set of barrels – $429
Ammo boxes (right) start at – $79 | Visit www.africansc.com for details.
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Exotic Hide Cases, Slings & Ammo Belts
EXOTIC HIDE RIFLE CASES are available in three

MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

African hide choices and combine stunning good looks
with old world craftsmanship. Complete with wrap-a-round
handles, a full suede lining, highdensity padding, protective stock
flaps and a heavy-duty YKK zipper.
SCOPED RIFLE CASES (top) fit
firearms up to 46”, long enough for
magnum length barrels with a brake.
DOUBLE RIFLE CASES (bottom) have a circular cup sewn in
the tip (see image at right) to prevent all types of side-by-sides
from twisting in the case and is wide enough to accommodate
12 gauge SxS shotguns. Fits double rifles and SxS shotguns up
to 42.5". Same price for both types of cases.
Elephant – $699 | Cape buffalo/Zebra – $599
and Cape buffalo – $499. Monogram for $15
Order by 12/15 for holiday delivery.

ZEBRA, CAPE BUFFALO, ELEPHANT
OR NILE CROC RIFLE SLING

Hand-sewn, extra-wide, padded sling designed to our specs
for carrying heavy, big bore rifles. The circular grip and
thumb-hole allow you to comfortably secure your big bore
rifle during long treks.
XL – $149 for big bores and double rifles with barrel bands.
Regular – $129 for rifles where the front sling post is in the fore end
Elephant or Nile Croc – add $30.

ELEPHANT OR CAPE BUFFALO
CULLING BELTS

MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

The cartridge rim sits above the leather, and the buckle is out
of the way when the ammo is on your shooting side. The bullet
loops are sized to hold belted magnum cartridges from 7MM.416 Rem mag. Sized to fit over an existing belt, so order your
regular size. Small (30-36”), Med (38-44”) and Lg. (46-52)
Elephant – $249 | Cape Buffalo – $229
Bullhide – $199 (not shown). Monogram for $15
Order by 12/15 for holiday delivery.
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Exotic Wood Shotgun Shell Boxes & Accessories

EXOTIC WOOD SHOTGUN SHELL BOXES are sized for each particular gauge, showcase the beauty of two different

exotic African woods, utilize premium dovetail construction and feature a thick leather handle. In-stock boxes combine two of the
most popular gauges and two game birds. In-stock models start at $139

CUSTOM SHOTGUN SHELL BOXES require a 90 day lead time and can be personalized with a name/initials, any gauge

and up to two game birds from a wide range of species.Visit www.africansc.com for details. Custom models start at $169
MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

SHOTGUN SLEEVES are available in Cape

buffalo with Nile croc accent or in all Cape buffalo.
Sleeves are padded, have a side squeeze closure,
adjustable nylon shoulder strap and fit shotguns
up to 52” long.
Cape buffalo & Croc accent – $349
Cape buffalo – $249
MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE
Monogram for $15

DELUXE RANGE BAG

WILEY X SHOOTING “PT-1” GLASSES

Measures 15”W x 12”H x 9” overall and has
an outside pocket for gloves, glasses and other
gear. It is big enough for a case of shotgun shells,
hearing protection, etc. Rolled carrying handles,
heavy-duty hardware and a padded, adjustable
shoulder strap. – $449

Matte Black Frame, Protective Storage Case,
Microfiber Cleaning Cloth, Leash Cord and
Instruction Card.
Three lens colors:
smoke, rust & clear,
all included. – $99

TURTLESKIN® SNAKE ARMOR GAITERS

PAPER SHOTGUN
SHELL BOARD

Protect against snakebites and are engineered to offer the
highest level of protection in a soft, waterproof garment
that weighs 1/3 less than traditional, rigid protection gear.
Reversible and one-size-fits-all. – $159

15” x 15” – $299
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Category

Description

Option 1

Option 2

Bug Repellent

Bug Repellent/Clothing Treatment

Picaridin Lotion (4)

$21

Permethrin Clothing Treatment

$19

Head Net & Bug Bite Treament

Invisinet Head Net

$19

Afterbite Extra Itch Relief (2)

$12

Pt-1 with 3 Lenses

$99

Romer 3 with 3 Lenses

$99

2

Eye/Sun Protection

Wiley X Impact Resistant Suglasses
Tilley® Hats

Olive Snap-up Brim

$99

Brown Outback

$99

3

First Aid

First Aid

Compact First Aid Kit

$59

Chito Sam Bandage

$15

Blister Care

Blister Care Kits (3)

$25

Leatherman® Micra

$39

4

Snake Protection

TurtleSkin®

Snake Gaiters

$159

5

Hydration

Packs and Canteens

Camelbak Mule Hydration Pack

$149

6

Safari Footwear

Courteney® Boots

2-Tone Selous Tyre Thread

$399

Brown Selous Ripple

$399

2-Tone Safari

$339

Campfire (Slip-on)

$219

Jackets and Shirts

Khaki Safari Jacket

$129

Courteney® Long Sleeve Shirt

$109

Pants and Shorts

Hunter Pants

$55

Hunter Shorts

$40

7

Safari Clothing

$149

Gaiters

Courteney® Zippered Gaiters

$60

Courteney® Lace Gaiters

$50

Socks

Rohner Trekking Socks

$25

Compression Socks

$20

8

Carry-Ons

Courteney® Haversacks

Warthog Haversack

$499

Impala Haversack

$499

9

Shooting Sticks

SuperCompacts

Featherweights

$429

SuperCompacts – Regulars

$379

African Shooting Sticks

Platinum Grade – Exotics

$399

Silver Grade – Hickory

$239

10 Safari Preparation

11

Ammo Carriers

Filled Leather Rests

Double Rifle Tripod Rest

$39

Padded Blind Rest

$39

Perfect Shot Targets

Life-Size Buffalo

$40

Big Five Targets

$19.99

Perfect Shot Books

Hardcover Perfect Shot II

$65

Perfect Shot Mini-II

$19.99

Culling Belts

Els & Co. Cradock Culling Belt

$369

ASC Cape Buffalo Culling Belt

$229

Ammo Carriers with Belt Loops

Els & Co. Somerset Closed

$139

Els & Co. Somerset Open

$119

Pocket Ammo Wallets

Els & Co. Rhodes Closed

$109

Els & Co. Rhodes Open

$99

Hunting Belts (for Somersets above)

Hogsback Leather

$189

Hogsback Adjustable Canvas

$159

Padded Rifle Case with YKK Zipper

Cape Buffalo Scoped Case

$499

Cape Buffalo Double Rifle

$499

Els & Co. Rifle Slings

Graaff-Reinet 2.5’’ Leather

$159

Graaff-Reinet 1.5’’ Canvas

$139

ASC Slings

Padded Zebra Thumbhole

$129

Padded Cape Buffalo Thumbhole

$129

Els & Co.

Leather Scope Carrier

$319

Deluxe Bino Sling

$89

ASC Carriers

Nylon Scope Carrier

$49

Standard Leather Bino Sling

$49

14 Knives: ASC Exclusives

Arno Bernard ASC Exclusives

Dagga Boy Drop Point

$399

Dagga Boy Skinner

$399

Arno Bernard M&S Fixed

Bongo in Desert Ironwood

$369

Bateleur in Dyed Warthog

$279

15 Big Bore Cleaning

Rifle & Optics Cleaning

Safari Cleaning Kit

$99

Kynoch Jags or Brushes

$16-$10

12 Rifle Cases & Slings

13 Scope & Bino Carriers

) Visit
our web site for more information.


www.africansc.com

) Essential Gear & Preparation
) Travel & Packing Tips
) Safety
) Trip Planning Timeline
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Els & Co. Fine Leather
FULL SIZE FIELD BAR

MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

This is the first truly portable bar as the leather construction and thick 2” leather
and canvas carrying strap make it easy to pack up and take with you. This full
size field bar measures approximately 14” tall, 14” wide and 9” deep and holds
approximately twice as much as the mini-field bar below so it is great for larger
gatherings. It has room for two bottles of your favorite liquor, four tins of soda
or tonic, cheese, lemons, a knife, corkscrew, etc. It includes four Bohemian
crystal glasses, four leather coasters, a wide mouth Stanley® double-walled ice
bucket and a solid oak cutting board that nests in a compartment on the very
bottom. This stunning piece is sure to turn into your go-to item for adult fun in
the great outdoors. Each one takes over 500 stitches to complete and is made by
one very talented craftswoman from start to finish. – $899

MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

MINI FIELD BAR

This is the smaller version of the full size field bar above which is lighter and easier to carry as it stores about half as much. It
measures approximately 14”tall, 9” wide and 9” deep. It has room to store one bottle of your favorite liquor, four cans of soda or
tonic, lemons, a knife, and a corkscrew. It includes two Bohemian crystal glasses, two leather coasters, a Stanley® wide-mouth
double-walled ice bucket and a solid oak cutting board that nests in a compartment on the very bottom. – $729

STELLENBOSCH WINE & 2 GLASS CARRIER

This closed-top carrier holds a bottle of wine and two
stemless glasses that are included. Carrying strap makes
traveling with your favorite bottle a breeze – $379

WINE BOTTLE CARRIER

MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

Simple and elegant hand-stitched piece securely holds two
bottles of wine. Carry with ease using the 100% cotton
canvas shoulder strap. Pair with the wine glass carrier to
share your favorite vintages with friends. – $349
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SOMERSET COVERED AND SOMERSET
OPEN CARTRIDGE POUCHES

Hand-dyed, shaped and stitched from top grain vegetable
tanned leather. Designed to slide on the leather or canvas
Hogsback Hunting belts on this page. African Big Bores size
holds six double rifle rounds in a 2x2 arrangement, 8 rounds
in the large African Big Bore bolt action calibers and Large
Magnum calibers, 10 rounds for both smaller sizes.
Covered - $139 | Open - $119

MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

HOGSBACK 2” LEATHER HUNTING BELT

is lined with bovine suede for extra durability and a
luxurious finish. The entire leather belt is hand stitched
using thick, gold waxed cotton thread for a beautiful
contrast. Sizing is easy, measure your existing belt from
the hole you use to the end of buckle and order the closest
even size. 36”- 46”– $189

The cartridge carriers on this page are available in five different sizes;
3 XL African Big Bore (all .505 Gibbs, .577 NE, etc.)
3 African Big Bore (all .450-500 NE and large bolt action calibers like .416 Rigby)
3 Large Magnum (fits belted magnums 7MM-.416 Rem Magnum)
3 Standard Rifle (fits longer 30-06 and large European cartridges)
3 Sub-compact Rifles (fits shorter .308 type cartridges)
If you need something custom made or have any questions, please call us at (419) 961-6900.

POSSIBLES POUCH

The belt loop is double stitched to ensure that it will last a
lifetime and is extra wide so that it can be easily slide on and
off any belt. A solid brass stud ensures your gear always stays
where it should but is easy to access with one hand.
The internal dimensions measure 6.1” tall, 4.7” across
and 1.6” deep – $149

HOGSBACK 2” CANVAS HUNTING BELT

Made from 100% cotton canvas with leather ends. Securely
holds all your Els & Co carriers with belt loops; The Somerset
Cartridge pouches, Wind Check, Leatherman/Multi-Tool
Pouch, King William Shotgun shell carrier. Buckles and slides
are solid brass and allow this belt to be adjusted much more
than a regular belt. Universal size fits 36”- 56” dress belt – $159
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Els & Co. Fine Leather

GRAAF-REINET RIFLE SLINGS

These are available in two styles/widths. The all leather sling
is 2.5” wide at the top and features hand-stitched, vegetable
tanned leather. This version is padded for extra comfort and
suede lined to ensure it stays on your shoulder. The 100%
cotton canvas version is 1.5” wide. Both are adjustable and
feature solid brass hardware.
for all leather – $159 | for canvas with leather ends – $139

NIEU-BETHESDA SLING

Featuring an easily adjustable strap so it can be used “short”
at 35” or “long” at 43” to fit any rifle. This extra-wide 2”
cotton canvas sling allows you to comfortably carry a big
bore rifle all day. – $159

CRADOCK CULLING BELT

MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

Hand-dyed and stitched from top grain vegetable tanned
leather. Designed to fit over your existing belt and adjustable
so you can wear it over a jacket in the morning and then
make it smaller as you shed clothing. African Big Bore and
Large Magnum sizes hold 16 rounds (8 x 2) and Standard
and Short-action rifle hold 20 rounds (10 x 2).
M, L or XL. – $369

WIND CHECK

This elegant version of an
ash bag is designed to slide
on a Hogsback hunting belt
– $149

DELUXE BINOCULAR CARRIERS

This very functional piece combines leather, canvas
and brass studs for an adjustable sling that will
last a lifetime. – $89
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LEATHERMAN/
MULTI-TOOL HOLDER

Fits most full sized models and
built to last several lifetimes.
– $79

FLY ROD CASE

FLY WALLET

Uses a magnet about the size of a playing card to hold your
hand tied treasures securely in place. It is cut from full grain
leather and painstakingly hand-stitched. – $129

MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

BARBERTON GOOSE STRAP

Features thick hand-stitched vegetable tanned leather, tough
nylon loops, solid brass studs and D-Rings for a lifetime of
use. Shoulder strap is padded for comfort and suede lined so
it won’t slip off your shoulder. Includes all three pieces – $249

MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

Cut from full grain leather and painstakingly hand-stitched.
Designed by fly fishing enthusiasts, it has in internal dimension
of 29.5” and is and fitted with solid brass accessories. The
adjustable strap enables you to carry your case in your hand,
over your shoulder or even cross bodied. Lined with wool to
ensure your fly-rod does not collect a scratch. – $399

SINGLE OR DOUBLE PHEASANT CARRIERS

Double carriers suspend two pheasant carriers between a
circular leather handle. Remove the handle and you can
slide them on a Hogsback Hunting belt.
Two carriers and a circular handle – $239
A single carrier – $69

MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

JOBERG JOURNAL

Includes an A5 Moleskin and is hand-stitched and crafted
from 100% top grain leather, cotton canvas straps and solid
brass studs. Measures 9.5” tall and 7” wide with canvas loops
to hold a pen. – $219

MIDDLEBURG CASUAL BELT

This belt is tough enough to do double-duty; wear it to the
office all week and then use it as a field belt on the weekend
by sliding a shotgun shell carrier on it. 36”- 46” – $199
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Arno Bernard® Knives
Frequently Asked Questions
4W
 hat type of steel is used?

Stainless Steel knives use Bohler N690, a high quality stainless steel which is then heat treated and
tempered, that hardens the blade to a 59-60 on the Rockwell hardness scale. This level of hardness holds
an edge very well, but is not so hard that it is brittle or difficult to sharpen. Damascus knives utilize
Damasteel® stainless steel which is the best that money can buy.

4H
 ow quickly do you ship?

We stock over 300 knives to ensure almost all stock knife orders ship the next business day.

4H
 ow are the knives sharpened?

Each one is hollow ground (done on a wheel) by hand, by Franco Bernard.

4C
 an I get the lucky recipient’s name or initials engraved on the knife?

Yes, you can get any stainless steel knife with a mammoth handle (Inner tusk or molar) engraved for only
$49. Please note this adds about a week to the delivery time, and once a knife is personalized we are unable
to accept returns. Due to the striations on the Damascus knives, we do not offer engraving on them.

4W
 hat if I lose my sheath?

We inventory almost all their sheaths and you can simply order a replacement online, or just give us a call.
Go online to see what model you have as these are ordered by the knife’s model number.

DISCLAIMER
When you purchase a knife or knives from Sporting Wood LLC, dba African Sporting Creations,
you represent by your actions as a condition of purchase, that these items can be legally purchased
and possessed by you under applicable federal, state, county, city and local laws. It is your responsibility to check these laws before making your purchase. Go to our website www.africansc.com
for additional legal and warranty information.

California, New York and New Jersey have passed laws that make it illegal to sell fossil
mammoth ivory (tusk and teeth) so we are unable to ship these knives to those three states.

ASC EXCLUSIVE & HERITAGE
COLLECTION SHEATHS

2019 MARQUIS SHEATHS

Each knife includes a custom, hand-sewn
safety sheath that holds your knife securely
in place by locking the bead under the
clasp. Ostrich leg is standard on all
mammoth tusk or molar knives.
Bovine is used for all others.

ENGRAVING AVAILABLE
Personalize any stainless steel
mammoth (molar or tusk)
knife for only $49 .

Look for this icon

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE
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Each knife includes a custom, hand-sewn
wrap-a-round sheath that holds your
knife securely in place. Ostrich leg (top) is
standard on all mammoth handled knives.
Bovine (bottom) is used for all others.

ASC Exclusive Knives by Arno Bernard®
DAGGA BOY BOLSTER KNIVES

DAGGA BOY A-Z KNIFE in Mammoth Molar

O/A: 7” | Blade: 3” | Brown Bovine Sheath Included | $799

DAGGA BOY A-Z KNIFE in Warthog Tusk & Cape Buffalo
O/A: 7” | Blade: 3” | Black Bovine Sheath Included | $399

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

DAGGA BOY SKINNER in Mammoth Molar

O/A: 8” | Blade: 3 1/2” | Ostrich Sheath Included | $799

DAGGA BOY SKINNER in Warthog Tusk & Cape Buffalo
O/A: 8” | Blade: 3 1/2” | Brown Bovine Sheath Included | $399

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

DAGGA BOY DROP POINT in Mammoth Molar
O/A: 8” | Blade: 3 1/2” | Ostrich Sheath Included | $799

DAGGA BOY DROP POINT in Warthog Tusk & Cape Buffalo
O/A: 8” | Blade: 3 1/2” | Brown Bovine Sheath Included | $399

FEATURES

Large Models
Average Overall Length: 8”

3 Blade of Bohler 690 Stainless Steel
3 Hand-sewn Bovine or Ostrich Sheaths
3 Integrated, 316L Stainless Steel Bolster
3 Designs exclusive to African Sporting Creations
3 Full tang construction
3 Lanyard hole

Ostrich Sheath

Brown Bovine Sheath

ARNO’S HAND PICKS
Cutting tons of handle materials each year has given Arno an unfailing intuition as to which ones, out of the thousands they
process annually, will be absolutely stunning. I encourage you to go to our website to look through this incredible collection. If you
see something you like, do not hesitate; “unicorns” are incredibly rare and you may never see another one.

MARMOSET in Kudu Bone (Jean Blue)

O/A: 6.34” | Blade: 2.87” | Bovine Leather Sheath Included | $259

BONGO in Americana Micarta

O/A: 7.56” | Blade: 3.54” | Bovine Leather Sheath Included | $289
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Marquis Collection
BONGO

An efficient drop point design perfect for medium sized game. It will be
your “go to” knife for any whitetail or plains game excursion.

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

MAMMOTH TUSK-INNER
O/A: 7.6” | Blade: 3.5” | $479

DESERT IRONWOOD
O/A: 7.6” | Blade: 3.5” | $369

KUDU

WARTHOG

O/A: 7.6” | Blade: 3.5” | $339

O/A: 7.6” | Blade: 3.5” | $319

GIRAFFE SHIN BONE
O/A: 7.6” | Blade: 3.5” | $309

O/A: 7.6” | Blade: 3.5” | $299

BADGER

SHEEP HORN

For those who prefer a bit more of a clip point design, the Badger is a great
design for processing small game, fowl, and even deer-sized animals.

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

MAMMOTH TUSK-INNER
O/A: 7.2” | Blade: 3.3” | $459

DYED WARTHOG

DESERT IRONWOOD
O/A: 7.2” | Blade: 3.3” | $349

KUDU

O/A: 7.2” | Blade: 3.3” | $309

O/A: 7.2” | Blade: 3.3” | $299

GIRAFFE SHIN BONE
O/A: 7.2” | Blade: 3.3” | $289

O/A: 7.2” | Blade: 3.3” | $279
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SHEEP HORN

BATELEUR

A bird and trout knife that can also be used for caping; and with its new
locking sheath design, it is also an excellent EDC knife.

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

MAMMOTH TUSK-INNER
O/A: 6.8” | Blade: 3.2” | $399

DESERT IRONWOOD
O/A: 6.8” | Blade: 3.2” | $329

O/A: 6.8” | Blade: 3.2” | $279

DYED WARTHOG

NATURAL WARTHOG
O/A: 6.8” | Blade: 3.2” | $279

GIRAFFE SHIN BONE
O/A: 6.8” | Blade: 3.2” | $269

O/A: 6.8” | Blade: 3.2” | $259

MARMOSET

SHEEP HORN

Great for use on fowl but with a bit more belly than the Bateleur. Perfect for
processing small-medium sized game; it also excels as a beautiful EDC.

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

MAMMOTH TUSK-INNER
O/A: 6.3” | Blade: 2.9” | $389

DESERT IRONWOOD
O/A: 6.3” | Blade: 2.9” | $309

O/A: 6.3” | Blade: 2.9” | $259

DYED WARTHOG

NATURAL WARTHOG
O/A: 6.3” | Blade: 2.9” | $259

GIRAFFE SHIN BONE
O/A: 6.3” | Blade: 2.9” | $249

O/A: 6.3” | Blade: 2.9” | $239

SHEEP HORN
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Arno Bernard® Rinkhals Slip Joint Knives
RINKHALS SLIP JOINT FOLDER

A

Mammoth Molar

B

Desert Ironwood

C

Ivory Warthog Tusk
D

Kudu Horn
This Arno Bernard knife takes you back to simpler time, when your first pocket knife opened and closed without any locking
mechanism. This updated version of the classic slip joint is 6.5” overall with a 2.8” blade and a full sized 3.7” frame with a
2.8” handle inlay. It features a beautiful design with a versatile, RWL34 stainless steel blade, a nail nick for easy opening and
a thumb notch for comfort. Just like your old Buck®, Western® or Case®, the blade features a mirror finish. The hand-sewn,
leather slip protects it in your pocket, and the matching bead attached to the leather lanyard makes it easy to access. This
lightweight knife sheds ounces by using Titanium for the frame, pocket clip, collar and screws and only weighs 2.3 ounces!
The slip joint mechanism of this knife features an innovative “safety” when it is halfway open which causes the blade to be under
very little tension, so it is easy to move your fingers out of the way before tension builds again and assists you in closing (or
opening) the knife. Most slip joint knives have continuous tension throughout their entire range, which in some cases causes the
blade to close before you can get your fingers out of the way. Since this knife does not have a mechanism that locks it open, always
cut with the blade going away from you to prevent injury.
There are four natural choices for handle inlays;
Mammoth Molar (A) – $649 | Desert Ironwood (B) – $529 | Ivory Warthog Tusk (C) – $499 | Kudu Horn (D) – $479
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Arno Bernard® Imamba Flipper
IMAMBA FLIPPER
A
Mammoth Molar

B
Ivory Warthog Tusk

C
Kudu Horn

D
Carbon Fiber Snakewood
If there was a “Best Knife” classification like there is for British Best Guns, the new Arno Bernard imamba® folding knife
would fall into that category. Just like “Best Guns”, what you see is only part of the equation and what you do not see is just
as important, and in some cases, even more important than the visible attributes. This new knife has a rounded opening tab
on the top of the blade that enables one-handed opening.
Today, 99% of folding knives are taken off machines and assembled. In direct contrast to that, each one of these beautiful
knives has all four brother’s fingerprints all over it. The metallic tolerances they achieve are less than 1/100th of a millimeter
which is one-tenth the thickness of a piece of paper. Each blade is hand-polished to a mirror finish to highlight any areas
that require additional attention. After that, the blades are put in a tumbler with ceramic media to produce a satin gloss
finish. The blades are then sharpened by hand. Thus you can see the shiny razor sharp hollow ground edge contrasting
against the satin gloss body of the blade.
As with all great products, it all starts with the finest materials. The blade is made from RWL 34 stainless steel, the frame
and pocket clip are titanium to keep it light and the pocket clip has no external screws for a clean visual. This large folder
measures 7.9” overall with a 4.1” frame, 3.4” deep bellied blade and yet only weighs 4.3 ounces.
The locking mechanism is lapped by hand until the two surfaces engage at 100% for unmatched strength. While the locking
mechanism is extremely durable and made to last a lifetime, if it ever wears out, it is easy to replace. The premium, frictionfree ceramic ball bearings that make the action as smooth as glass contribute to the durability of this new offering. The
pocket clip is a new design that is comfortable to hold in the hand which is something many people on the knife forums put
on their “wish list”. If you want to open it up with two hands, there is a deep nail notch that makes that possible.
There are four handle inlay choices and they are shown from top to bottom; fossilized mammoth molar (A) – $749
dyed ivory Warthog tusk – $599 | Kudu horn – $579 | carbon fiber snakewood pattern – $559
Please check that this item can be legally purchased and possessed by you under applicable federal, state, county, city and local laws. It is your
responsibility to check these laws before making your purchase. Go to our website www.africansc.com for additional legal and warranty information.
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Arno Bernard® Cased Steak Knives

MAMMOTH MOLAR

CASED SET OF SIX STEAK KNIVES

WARTHOG TUSK

KUDU HORN

No expense was spared in the creation of these one-of-akind sets. The knives are 8.1” overall with sleek, contoured
4.05” handles that showcase the stunning beauty of polished
Mammoth Molar, hand-buffed ivory Warthog tusk or Kudu
horn. Five stainless steel pins on each side keep the handles
securely fastened to the full length tang. The N690 Bohler
stainless steel blade is 4.05,” long and Franco Bernard puts a
razor sharp, hollow ground edge on every one.
The custom crafted, African mahogany presentation case
measures approximately 11.3” wide x 4” deep x 2.3” tall
and features recessed brass hinges, a magnetic closure and
contrasting exotic wood highlights on all four corners. A center
divider keeps the knives securely separated, with three knives to
a side. Hand wash in warm water and hand dry – do not put
in a dishwasher.
Mammoth Molar (top) – $2,999 (cannot ship to NY, NJ or CA)
Warthog Tusk (middle) – $1,749
Kudu Horn (bottom) – $1,649
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Arno Bernard® Heritage Knives
GIANT SERIES | AVG. O/A 91/2’’

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

HIPPO in Mammoth Molar
O/A: 9 ⅜” | Blade: 4 5/8” | $749

HIPPO in Giraffe Shin Bone
O/A: 9 7/8” | Blade: 5 3/8” | $429

PREDATOR SERIES | AVG. O/A 81/2’’

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

CROC in Mammoth Molar
O/A: 8 7/8” | Blade: 4 1/8” | $629

LION in Mammoth Molar
O/A: 8 5/8” | Blade: 4 1/4” | $629

LION in Giraffe Shin Bone
O/A: 8 5/8” | Blade: 4 1/4” | $369

GRAZER SERIES | AVG. O/A 71/2’’

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

NYALA in Mammoth Molar
O/A: 7 1/2” | Blade: 3 1/2” | $599

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

ZEBRA in Mammoth Molar
O/A: 8” | Blade: 3 5/8” | $599

NYALA in Warthog
O/A: 7 1/2” | Blade: 3 1/2” | $399

ZEBRA in Warthog
O/A: 8” | Blade: 3 5/8” | $399

NYALA in Giraffe Shin Bone
O/A: 7 1/2” | Blade: 3 1/2” | $329

ZEBRA in Giraffe Shin Bone
O/A: 8” | Blade: 3 5/8” | $329
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Arno Bernard® Heritage Knives & Displays
SCAVENGER SERIES | AVG. O/A 7’’

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

WILD DOG in Mammoth Molar
O/A: 7 3/8” | Blade: 3 1/2” | $479

WILD DOG in Warthog
O/A: 7 3/8” | Blade: 3 1/2” | $299

BUSH BABY SERIES | AVG. O/A 5 3/4’’

GECKO in Mammoth Molar
O/A: 5 1/2” | Blade: 2 3/4” | $349

SQUIRREL in Mammoth Molar
O/A: 5 3/4” | Blade: 2 5/8” | $349

GECKO in Warthog Tusk
O/A: 5 1/2” | Blade: 2 3/4” | $179

SQUIRREL in Warthog Tusk
O/A: 5 3/4” | Blade: 2 5/8” | $179

GECKO in Giraffe
O/A: 5 1/2” | Blade: 2 3/4” | $159

SQUIRREL in Giraffe
O/A: 5 3/4” | Blade: 2 5/8” | $159

CUSTOM-MADE WARTHOG & OLIVE WOOD KNIFE DIPLAYS

These custom-made diplays are available in versions that will hold three or six knives. Olive wood is a stunning exotic
wood with an abundance of character provided by knots, cross-graining and burls. The three unit display is 13” tall, 6-8”
wide and approximately 7/16” thick. The six unit display has a similar width and thickness but is approximatley 26” tall.
Knives are securely held in place by the shelf they sit on and by the grooves cut in the polished, real ivory warthog tusks.
Three knife displays are perfect for smaller collections, and the six unit one is great for steak knives on a sideboard for
larger collections. six unit – $399 | three unit – $249.
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Framed Posters & Cartridge Boards

KYNOCH MILLENIUM POSTER
26” x 32” | $299

JOHN SHARP COURTENEY® AD
31” x 25” | $299

CARTRIDGE BOARDS

These beautiful pieces feature a decorative wood and glass frame, green wool felt background and clear descriptions.
They can be displayed separately or combined to create an informative display of these iconic cartridges. All cartridges
are deactivated. More boards and individual calibers online.

CLASSIC BRITISH
22” x 17” | $499

DANGEROUS GAME
11” x 9” | $199

AFRICAN DOUBLE & BOLT ACTION
18” x 22 | $379

.700 NE WITH HISTORY
11” x 9” | $199

.470 NE WITH BOX
11” x 9” | $99
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The Courteney® Boot Company
The Courteney® Boot Company:
Frequently Asked Questions

4H
 ow quickly do they ship?
Almost all stock Courteney® orders ship the next business day. We stock more than 20 styles and over
400 pairs in Ohio. Even if we do not have the exact model you want, we can send you something very
similar, if you need them quickly.
4 Do you accept custom orders?
Yes, please see our Build Your Own Exotic Boot section for details. If you want a boot built to your
particular specifications, you can expect delivery in approximately 120-150 days. One of our most
popular custom orders is for the higher Patrol in black Cape buffalo to meet military, pilot and law
enforcement dress code requirements. Please note we are unable to accept returns on boots built to
your particular specifications.
4 What size should I order?
If you are a current Courteney® owner, order the UK size stamped in the top right and left hand corner
of the logo patch located above the heel. If this is your first pair, simply provide your US size and we
will send you the equivalent UK size. All the styles we offer are available in half sizes.
4H
 ow are the men’s styles cut?
The boots run wide so if you have a wide foot (EE) they will fit you right out of the box. If you have
a regular width foot (D width), then order one of the several styles we offer.
4 Do they have a lot of arch support?
They are cut relatively flat. If you have a pronounced arch we recommend you order a set of our SOLE
insoles which quickly mold to your feet. The medium red insoles typically take up about a half size so if
you are ordering those we suggest ordering your boots a half-size larger. If you are “between” sizes, the
thin gray insoles usually take up any extra space.
4 What socks do you recommend?
We recommend the thick Rohner Trekking socks from Switzerland. They are heavily cushioned
and the Merino wool wicks moisture away from your feet.
4 Are Courteney® Boots waterproof?
All of the Courteney boots are treated to be water repellent but they are not waterproof. The
application of the Courteney conditioner will keep them water repellent. Due to the hot
temperatures in Africa, these boots are designed to breathe so that moisture does not accumulate
and cause blisters. To be truly waterproof, you need some type of membrane (for example, GORETEX) but boots with that type of material are typically too hot for Africa as they do not allow
moisture to evaporate freely.
4 Do you offer ladies styles?
Yes, we offer three different ladies styles but can custom order anything you want with a 120-150
day delivery time.
4W
 hat is your return policy?
Try any boot we stock in your home and if you need a different size or want to return them, just
send them back and put a note in the box telling us how you would like to proceed. No return
authorization is required.

SOLE INSERTS mold to your feet

in a week for an instant fit. Provide
additional arch and heel support.
Men’s US 6-12 and Women’s 4-10
in thin and medium thickness – $50

THICK ROHNER® TREKKING
SOCKS are made in Switzerland from the

best itchless merino wool and feature a unique
cushioning system engineered to meet the
demands of anyone who walks long distances.
Men’s S, M, L & XL – $25
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Exotic Courteney® Wide (EE) Width Boots

NILE CROC SAFARI IN CHOCOLATE (left) AND TOFFEE (right) -The tough and beautiful belly skin of this

apex predator is showcased on luxury goods from around the world and adorns everything from luggage to designer purses.
Boots costing more than twice as much use less than half the crocodile hide of this model and usually take half a year or more
to have custom-made. The casual cleat sole in natural rubber makes this model ideal for office use or a night on the town.
Men’s US 8-12.5 in EE. – $1,099

COURTENEY® GAITERS

Made from thick Kudu leather and are available in two styles;
8” zippered that go right over your boots and a shorter, 5” shoe-lace model that
you have to put on before your boots. Both keep annoying seed pods out and
are quieter than nylon versions. 5” lace tie (left) – $50 | 8” zippered (right) – $60

NILE CROC BUSHVELD IN CHOCOLATE

Perfect for the office or any location where you want to
arrive in style. Luxurious chocolate Nile crocodile uppers
and smooth, all-rubber ripple sole will provide
all-day comfort. Men’s US 8-12 in EE. – $799

BROWN HIPPO SAFARI

This tough hide has a texture similar to elephant, but is
much softer and features the durable cleat sole.
Men’s US 8-12.5 in EE. – $599

BUFFALO & CROC SAFARI

Combines brown Cape buffalo with chocolate Nile crocodile
accents. The tough and beautiful belly skin of this apex
predator is showcased on luxury goods from around the
world and adorns everything from luggage to designer
purses. Men’s US 8-12 in EE. – $699

OSTRICH SAFARI

Full quill ostrich with a comfortable sole make a great
combination! The distinctive dimpled texture is unique and
wears like iron. Men’s US 8-12 EE with casual cleat sole;
Also available in Women’s US 6.5-10.5 with ripple sole
and Men’s US D Width (7.5–12) – $499
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Courteney® Wide (EE) Width Boots

The SELOUS TYRE TREAD SOLE features tough
Cape buffalo uppers and a soft impala skin padded collar
surrounding the ankle to provide support and comfort. This
is our best seller and comes with a full range of accessories
to keep them in perfect condition. Men’s US 7-15.5 EE;
Also available in Women’s (all brown) 6.5-10.5 and in
Men’s (all brown) US D width (7-14) – $399

The ALL BROWN SELOUS RIPPLE SOLE in Cape
Buffalo has the same rugged construction as above, but in
all-brown with a smoother and quieter sole. Accessories
included. Men’s US 8-12.5 EE – $399

CANVAS SAFARI – This below-the-ankle boot features

The PATROL is a military styled boot in Cape Buffalo.
Designed with the hunter in mind, the Patrol gives extra
support for the most demanding pursuits.
Men’s US 8-12 EE – $349

The SAFARI, in Cape Buffalo, is a shorter, 4” ankle height
version of the Selous and their second most popular style.
This is Courtney’s quintessential stalking boot. Men’s US
8-12 EE; Also available in all brown kudu with a cleat sole in
Women’s 6.5-10.5 and in Men’s US D width 8-12 – $339

HUNTER – This below-the-ankle boot in Cape Buffalo

a padded collar, extended facing for additional ankle support
and a ripple sole that allows you to move with stealth.
Men’s US 8.0-12 EE – $289

features extended facing for additional ankle support and a
ripple sole that allows you to move with stealth.
Men’s US 8.0-12 EE; Also available in Women’s 6.5-10.5 and in
Men’s US D width 8-12 – $299

The VELLIE (pronounced fellie) is a casual Kudu leather
model with distinctive styling enhancements you can wear
into town or to the office. Several customers say they have
had theirs for more than a dozen years. Men’s US 8-12 EE in
light tan suede, tan leather or brown leather (shown). – $199

The CAMPFIRE is the perfect slip-on after a hard day in
the bush. This open backed shoe is a must-have when you do
not want to be bothered with laces and want to start relaxing
ASAP! Made from soft tan Kudu hide with a decorative
antique brass buckle. Men’s US 8-12 EE with ripple sole. – $219
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Courteney® Accessories

COURTENEY® HAVERSACKS can hold a tremendous amount of

gear and are built to the same standards as their legendary footwear. Warthog
leather is soft and left extra-thick with a very lightly dimpled texture. Impala is
a rich chocolate brown with a thinner, supple leather. Ostrich is crafted from
full quill leather. All of the bags feature antique brass hardware and measure
approximately 18” x 18”.
Impala (left) – $499 | Warthog (middle) – $499 | Ostrich (top right) – $899

BARRISTER BRIEFCASE

is hand-stitched from extra-thick,
African game skins. Has a round,
comfortable handle, zippered
middle section and measures
16” x 10.5” x 5.” – $799

COURTENEY® COBRA SLINGS

Extra-wide to comfortably carry big bore
rifles. Double stitched, adjust from 20”-37”
and can accept either ¾” or 1” swivels.
Cape Buffalo with
Toffee Croc Inlay (shown) – $149
All Cape Buffalo – $99

COURTENEY® OSTRICH & CAPE BUFFALO BELTS

Two thick and supple game skin strips are sewn together to ensure these belts
will last for decades. The contrasting leather logo patch is displayed on the
buckle side of this 1.5” casual belt. Tan Ostrich 34”-44” – $149
or Brown, Black Cape Buffalo 34”-44” – $119
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Women’s Jewelry
GEMSBOK HORN AND PLATED SILVER CHOKER
AND EARRINGS

These stunning pieces are crafted using a process that makes the Gemsbok horn
pliable enough to be turned into thick, durable strands similar in size and color to
elephant hair. The inky darkness of the horn contrasts beautifully with the plated
silver decorative accents. The 14” choker necklace clasps easily and securely using a
shepherd’s hook closure. There are two styles of earrings you can choose from;
thicker hoops that inlay three stands of horn in-between silver borders and thinner
ones that twist one strand of horn around one strand of silver.
Choker – $399 | Hoop Earrings – $99 | Twisted Earrings – $79

A

B

C

D

WOMEN’S PLATED SILVER GEMSBOK BRACELETS

These bracelets are crafted using the same process described above. The leather covered steel memory band adds durability and
can be opened up (grasp like a wishbone) or made smaller to provide a custom fit. We offer four models; a thick bangle, one
that has two silver strands on the top and bottom, one that features two plated silver elephant knots, and the thinnest one is a
twisted bangle. All of them coordinate with the pieces above – combine them for an even more stunning look!
Thick Bangle (A) – $299 | Elegance Bracelet (B) – $199 | Elephant Knot (C) – $199 | Twisted Bangle (D) – $199 |

WARTHOG IVORY HEARTS NECKLACE AND EARRINGS

The inspiration for these stunning pieces are the much larger soapstone hearts crafted by
Shona artists in Zimbabwe. These three-dimensional creations are all carved by hand so no
two are alike. The ivory pendants average 1” tall and 1” across and they are mounted on a
sterling silver “V” post and comes ready to wear on an 18” sterling silver chain.
The ivory earrings are hung from a sterling silver
shepherd’s hook and are available in
S, M (shown to left) and L sizes.
See website for more photos and details.
Ivory Pendant – $229 | Earrings – $129

WOMEN’S PLATED SILVER WILDLIFE SETS AND BRACELETS

These are all cast in bronze using the lost wax process and are then plated with 99.9% pure
sterling silver. You can choose from a matching set of elephant jewelry (choker, bracelet and
earrings on left) or any one of the bangles (right)
featuring one of the animals from the Big Five.
Plated Silver Elephant Set – $299
Individual Big Five animal bracelets – $79 each
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Men’s & Women’s Jewelry
MEN’S AND WOMEN’S GOLD GEMSBOK HORN BRACELETS

These bracelets are made the same way as the other Gemsbok Horn jewelry showcased
on the previous page but the elephant knots are solid gold; not gold plated, not hollow
gold wire, but solid gold! Elephant knot bracelets were supposed to bring the wearer
good fortune and who is not in need of a bit of good luck this year!
Men’s and women’s are sized accordingly – $1,999

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S REAL ELEPHANT
HAIR BRACELETS

Our maker had the last stockpile of elephant hair that could be
legally imported into the USA, so these pieces will not be available
for long. Both these thick, eighteen strand versions are the largest
bracelets we offer and make a dramatic statement.
Women’s two-knot, eighteen strand (top) – $219
Men’s three-knot, eighteen strand (bottom) – $249

A

B

C

These are made by a retired Botswana PH who hunted these
majestic animals. His father was also a PH and his trackers taught
him how to tie Elephant knot bracelets at an early age. We offer four
styles and each of them is available in both men’s and women’s sizes.
Styles are shown top to bottom.
4 gold strands with 4 gold knots (A) – $429
4 silver strands with 4 gold knots (B) – $329
4 silver strands with 4 silver knots (C) – $279

MEN’S GEMSBOK AND PLATED SILVER
BRACELETS

A

B

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S PLATED GOLD AND
SILVER ELEPHANT KNOT BRACELETS

C

Please see description on the previous page. We offer three men’s
models; a jumbo-sized version which combines Gemsbok horn
strands with a braided giraffe hair middle, a thick bangle and a
thinner one that features two sterling silver elephant knots.
Gemsbok & Giraffe Braid (A) – $349
Thick Gemsbok Bangle (B) – $299
Gemsbok Elephant Knot (C) – $249
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Croc or Gator Belts & Accessories

MEN’S CROC BELTS

Made from the most durable and desirable portion of the hide, the ridged Hornback. Both styles feature detachable buckles and
color coordinated hardware. Sizing is easy: Measure your existing belt from the hole you use to the end of the buckle and order
the closest even size. RANGER BELT (left) is 1¼” wide and was designed over 100 years ago by a saddle maker to support
the heavy Colt® .45’s carried by the Texas Rangers. This load-bearing belt has an extra tongue that overlaps the buckle portion to
keep it locked in place. Sizing is easy, measure your existing belt from the hole you use to the end of buckle and order the closest
even size. 34”- 44” – $399. Our CASUAL BELT (right) measures 1 3/8” and is a perennial customer favorite. Sizes 32”52” Both are available in Mahogany (reddish brown) or black – $399

ALLIGATOR WEEKENDER BAG

This entire hand-crafted bag, including the handles and
padded shoulder strap is made from several sections of
hide for a more affordable alternative to one-piece bags that
can cost 3X as much. It is larger than an overnight bag and
measures 20” wide, 13” tall and 10” deep at the bottom.
The heavy-duty zipper/hardware and brass feet will allow
it to age gracefully. The leather lined interior has a zippered
compartment and two billow pockets to help keep you
organized. – $2,199

GATOR BI-FOLD WALLET

Made from huge gators that offer greater durability
than smaller farm raised hides because they are
thicker with staggered scales, providing superior
resistance to cracking. Measures 4 ½” x 3 ½” and
the hide is sewn right over the finest calf skin wallet
available.– $299

CROCODILE HAT BANDS

Adjustable to perfectly fit any hat.
with teeth (shown) – $99
without teeth – $69.

HORNBACK CROCODILE
KEY CHAIN

This is the perfect companion product to either of
our mahogany croc belts above.– $49
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LOS CABOS, B.C.S., MEXICO • EST. 1982

OVER $100 MILLION

IN PRIZES HAVE BEEN AWARDED!

REGISTER TODAY! BASE ENTRY $5,000
THE WORLD’S RICHEST FISHING TOURNAMENTS

OCT. 19-23RD 2021
BISBEES.COM
ADDITIONAL BISBEE TOURNAMENTS OVER $1 MILLION:
EAST CAPE OFFSHORE > AUG. 3-7, 2021 LOS CABOS OFFSHORE > OCT. 14-17, 2021
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Cigar Cutters
SCRIMSHAWED CIGAR CUTTERS

utilize side panels from 10,000 year old fossilized mammoth tusk,
buffalo horn, abalone or synthetic ivory (2nd Amendment model).
These can be scrimshawed with initials, an image or logo. You can also
choose one of our best sellers depicting a head shot of any one of the
African Big Five. They all use a Xicar® body that will cut up to a 58
ring gauge (very large) cigar and come with an exotic leather carry slip.
These are the same ones featured in the Robb Report and Cigar Aficionado
and the scrimshaw on every cutter is executed by the same
award-winning artist. Order yours today and enjoy that favorite cigar
even more tomorrow! 45 day lead time for custom orders.

ENGRAVING
AVAILABLE

Mammoth Tusk (top right) – $369 plus scrimshaw – $30/panel
Mammoth Bark (bottom left)– $499 plus scrimshaw – $30/panel (done on back)
Abalone (bottom middle)– $319
2nd Amendment Cutter (bottom right) (synthetic ivory) – $299

AFRICAN BUBINGA HUMIDOR

This jumbo sized humidor (16.5’’ x 10.75’’ x
9.25’’) will hold over 50 cigars. It has 12 coats of
lacquer on it for a piano finish. The lid is set off
by exquisite inlays of contrasting exotic woods.
Humidor features Spanish cedar lining, dual levels
with dividers, inset brass handles, a felt-lined
accessory drawer and much more. – $299

WARTHOG OPENER

A retired German silversmith handcrafts these XL openers
with a meticulous attention to detail. – $119
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Leather Scotch Carriers
LEATHER SCOTCH CARRIES WITH MONOGRAM
& COMPANY LOGOS

We are pleased to offer you the perfect customer or employee gift –
our thick leather scotch carriers with the lucky recipient’s initials on
the raised monogram patch with your company logo underneath.
We can make square logos just under 3” x 3” and rectangular ones
just under 4” across and up to 3” tall.
3 Delivery time of 60 days from date of order & logo submission
3 jpg logo files sent to info@africansc.com must be at least
300 dpi resolution
3 Minimum order of six carriers with one-time company logo
stamp charge – $400
3 Orders of 12 carriers or more, one-time company logo
stamp charge – $200
3 Standard branding charges apply
3 Set-up cost of full-color company logo glasses for orders
of 12 or more carriers – $200

ELEPHANT

CAPE BUFFALO

LEATHER
MONOGRAMMING
AVAILABLE

SCOTCH CARRIERS IN EXOTICS & LEATHER

These thick hand-sewn carriers measure 13”x 7.5” x 4” and will ensure your spirit of choice arrives safely. Heavy-duty leather
flaps separate the four African Sporting Creations glasses, which are included. Make them even more special by having the
lucky recipients’ initials branded on the raised monogram patch.
Elephant (top) – $449 | Cape buffalo (bottom left) – $379 | or leather (bottom right) – $319
Monogram for – $15 | Order by 12/15 for holiday delivery.
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Rhodesian Teak Furniture
All of these pieces are constructed from Rhodesian Teak that is a stunning red/brown exotic wood with black streaking.
This extremely dense wood is incredibly durable and insect resistant. There are sections of Rhodesian Teak railroad track
laid over a century ago that are still in use today. The first row of pieces ships via UPS freight and requires a loading dock
as they weight a minimum of 100 pounds each. The Camp Carver and Director’s chairs are sold in increments of two to
minimize shipping costs. Please visit www.africansc.com for additional details on each piece.

CAMPAIGN OFFICERS DESK
AND OKAVONGO CHAIR

SAFARI TABLE WITH CAMP
CARVER CHAIRS

CAMPAIGN TRUNK

The desk is built entirely by hand and
features extremely strong, decorative
dovetail joints. The legs of the desk
hinge on the brass connecting rod and
removing it allows the legs to fold. We
recommend the leather Okavongo chair
in leather which can slide under the
desk. Desk – $4,999
Leather Okavango Chair – $999

Table measures 35.5” x 35.5” and offers
details that set it aside from other
tables. Camp chairs will slide under
this table. These pieces have a handrubbed oil finish so you can easily touch
up any beauty marks they might collect.
Safari table – $1,999
and Camp Carver Chairs – $899/two

In keeping with the original design,
it is protected on the corners, top and
sides and is constructed from solid
Rhodesian Teak and features premium
dovetail joinery. The Campaign Trunk
is ideal for extra storage in a bedroom
or doubling up as a coffee table/ trunk
in a living area. Measures 35.5” wide, by
20” deep and 18” tall. – $2,499

DIRECTOR’S CHAIR

FOLDING SIDE TABLE

MINI FIELD BAR

Each chair is 36” tall, 12” wide and
22” deep. Combine with the optional
Rhodesian Teak drink tray or a folding
side table to complete your set.
– $1,399/two

These incredibly strong tables measure
20” x 20” and are perfect between two
Director’s chairs or as a place to set
your mini field bar. – $449

This portable bar has 8 compartments
and can also be used as a tea/coffee
station. Heavy-duty, cotton canvas carry
case included. Measures 18” x 9.5” x 16”
and weighs 30 pounds. – $1,999
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Sterling Silver & Rhodesian Teak Housewares
These items are cast in bronze or copper using the lost wax technique and then plated with 99.9% pure
plated silver. Most are then complemented with Rhodesian Teak, a stunning exotic wood and the only
one in the world to be declared a National Treasure. Go to website for complete details.

A

B

WINE BOTTLE COASTER

Choose Elephant Family (shown)
or Big Five in plated silver with
teak base. – $199 each

CARVING BOARD

Teak board measures 21” x 11” and is
adorned with plated silver elephants.
Includes silver-handled carving fork
and knife. – $399

PICTURE FRAME

Measures 8” x 6” and is adorned with
plated silver elephants.– $99

BIG FIVE BOTTLE STOPPERS

Buy the whole set and save and also
receive a complementary teak stand.
Can also purchase them separately.
Whole set – $249 (save $51)
or – $60 each

BREAD BOARD

Teak board measures 19” x 6” and is
adorned with plated silver elephants.
Includes silver-handled bread
knife. – $299

BUSINESS CARD HOLDER

Slotted teak base and plated silver
elephant are stunning together. This
substantial piece is 5” wide, 3” tall and
3” deep. – $199 each

C

PLATED SILVER
SNACK BOWLS

Available in three sizes, each with an
elephant on them. Buy the set and save
$30 or purchase them individually.
Whole set – $199
L - 5” (A) – $99 | M - 4.5” (B) – $80
S - 3” (B) – $50

CHEESE BOARD

Teak board measures 12” round and
features the Big Five. Includes plated
silver-handled cheese knife. – $249

BIG FIVE CANE

Substantial piece with a stunning teak
shaft that measures just shy of 36”
overall. Beautiful hand-spun plated
silver handle that is 2.7” across displays
all of the Big Five. – $299
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African Mahogany Campaign Furniture

MORRIS ADJUSTABLE
CHAIR

Built by hand from solid African
mahogany and includes heavy-duty
canvas cushions (unstuffed) for both
the seat and back. Ships flat and
requires minimal assembly. – $1,499

FOLDING GUN RACK

Displays up to 9 firearms in leather
covered spaces on one side with a wood
tray on the other for shells.Measures
36” wide x 32” tall and 26” deep when
used as shown. Scissors shut to only
5” wide. – $999

TALL ROORKHEE CHAIR

A favorite among British Officers. They
needed a chair that was lightweight,
comfortable, could be folded up
and used on uneven terrain without
breaking. – $599, optional heavy-duty
canvas cushion – $99

British Campaign Furniture was designed for the British military over 100 years ago and each piece
is hand-made by a skilled South African craftsman. These heirloom quality pieces feature African
mahogany frames, heavy-duty cotton canvas, thick vegetable tanned leather and solid brass screws/
fittings. Rugged canvas carry case is included with the wine bucket, side table and Roorkhee chairs.
Order yours today and take a little bit of British ingenuity with you on your next adventure!
See website for more detailed descriptions.

WINE BUCKET

Best used outdoors as not entirely
waterproof. The perfect companion
to the other pieces. – $399

EXPEDITION BAR

Crafted from solid African mahogany
and holds five bottles and five glasses
(not included). Measures 22” wide, 16”
tall and 11” deep and includes a heavyduty canvas carry case. – $1,499

SIDE TABLE

Perfect between a pair of chairs to hold
appetizers, a sundowner or both!
Top measures 24” x 19” and stands
24” tall. – $449
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Antique Closing Weapons & Maasai Simis
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This is just a small sample of the clubs, axes and edged weapons in our collection. If you have a particular
item you are looking for, give us a call as we usually have over 100 similar pieces on-hand.

CLOSING WEAPONS

2 Very old and rare 35” Swazi battle axe with telegraph wire banding – $699
2 24” Birmingham made machete from Mali with tribal sheath. Prince Hendricks of Denmark Collection – $499
AA
BB

MAASAI SIMIS (18-22”) are all razor sharp and must be handled with care, especially the ones with very tight sheaths.

2 & 2,– $299 | 2, 2, 2 & 2 – $399
2 Design unique to the Gogo, this 36” black Wenge wood club has metal accents – $299
2 WWI German Mauser 24” bayonet/machete recently acquired from Tanzania– $499
2 Very old 24” Maasai two-tone, ironwood root ball war club– $499
2 Wicked, very old XL 30” Zulu war club with metal spikes all around– $699
2 Short Zulu war club with top and bottom flat sections to snort snuff acquired from Christies– $499
2 Large very old 36” ebony Zulu war club– $449
2 Very old, beautifully crafted 20” Dinka war club with palm swell and twine banding– $449
2 Old 32” Zulu 2-tone ebony war club– $499
2 Newer 20” Dinka war club– $149
2 Newer 27” barbed Sundanese leather wrapped spear– $199
2 Newer 28” Swazi spear with fiber weave on the top– $199
2 Old 34” Zulu stabbing spear with decorative brass wrap that has been cut down– $249
2 Lot of three metal tipped reed arrows– $149
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Zulu Ikwala & Swazi Stabbing Spears
KUBA SPEARS
ery old XL 61” Zulu with split cowhide securing the
2 Vblade
– $1,299
36

old 47” warped Zulu with split cowhide securing
2 Vtheeryblade
– $399
37

crafted 48” Zulu with woven wire securing
2 Otheld,topfinely
and decorative bottom – $999
38

ulu witch doctor spear adorned with, teeth, pigment,
2 Zhide
and beads meant to rattle. Matching sheath (not
39

36

shown) included – $1,499

ery old Zulu Chief ’s 42” ebony spear with carved round
2 Vbottom
and woven brass wire securing the blade. Wood
40

shaft cracked at top but still solid – $1,199

37
38

ery old Zulu Chief ’s 41” spear completely wrapped in
2 Vdecorative
brass wire – $699
41

40
39

41
42

ld 43” Zulu with woven wire banding at top and
2 Oreplacement
shaft – $399
42

Swazi spear with palm swell intact and telegraph
2 Owireld 53”
banding – $399
43

palm swell intact and
2 Old 48” Swazi spear with– $399
44

43
44

telegraph wire banding

Original Maasai and Zulu shields are very rare and we have never been able to supply enough of them.
For over a decade we have been looking for a good source of authentic, reproduction Maasai and Zulu
shields and this year we finally found sources for both!

MAASAI SHIELDS

REPRODUCTION ZULU SHIELDS

These Maasai shields
are crafted in a remote
village in Tanzania and
utilize construction
techniques that have
been passed down
from father to son for
hundreds of years. They
display the traditional
construction, geometric designs and bright colors
which are unique to the shields of these proud people.
Two sizes both with a wooden frame that shapes and
supports the shaved cowhide.
Large 40”x 30”– $429 | Medium 29”x 20”– $329

These are made by an 85 year
old Zulu Warrior and his two
apprentices in South Africa.
They incorporate eye-catching
Nguni cowhide, a wooden main
beam and decorative impala
hide fringe at the top. Colors of
the shields, which are typically
spotted include, black, white and
tan. We stock two shield sizes
and the length includes the wood main beam; XL is 60”x 24” and L is
52”x 20” with other sizes available upon request. These are sold in
four-piece sets which include; a shield, impala topped main beam,
knobkerrie and spear. 60” set – $749 | 52” set – $699
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Colonial Era Maasai Shields

A
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COLONIAL ERA SHIELDS

2 35” Maasai shield with vibrant colors and beautifully made – $2,199
2 28” Maasai shield with beautiful colors, great construction and two talismans. More concave than the others due
A
B

to the leather shrinking – $2,499

2 Massive 38” shield in great shape-over 100 years old, very heavily built with thick main beam and raised boss – $2,699
2 Massive 41” shield over 100 years old in great shape with nice colors, stunning craftsmanship on the raised boss and talisman
C

D

on back handle. Climate controlled piece – $2,999

2 35” Maasai shield that is very old, beautifully made with great design/colors. Climate controlled piece – $2,899
2 8” shield with original colors covered with the soot from thousands of fires. Cracked handle on back and some distortion
E
F

in shape due to leather drying – $2,299

2 39” shield with talisman attached. Nice colors with some distortion in shape due to leather drying. Frame and handle
G

not as nice as the other pieces – $2,099

2 35” shield with nice colors with some distortion in shape due to leather drying. Nice frame and handle construction – $2,299
H

A
C
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Maasai, Sudanese and Kuba Spears
2 Antique 76” Sr. Moran spear with replacement shaft – $549
2 Very old 73” Sr. Moran spear beautifully crafted with pronounced center rib – $999
2 Very old, heavily built 73” Sr. Moran spear with wide blade and two-tone ebony shaft – $999
2 Very old, heavily built 72” Sr. Moran spear with wide blade – $899
2 Very old, beautifully built 71.5” Jr. Moran spear with very long, thin blade. Metal bottom tip has had a crude bush repair – $799
2 Very old, heavily built 71.5” Sr. Moran spear with long wide blade – $899
2 Very old, beautifully built 71” Sr. Moran spear with small void in the handle and long jet black blade – $799
2 Very old 70” Sr. Moran spear with great craftsmanship and long blade. Bought with shield F – $849
2 Very old 70” Sr. Moran spear with long, thin, beautifully crafted blade – $849
2 Two spear set-68” Sr. Lion Spear and 65” Buffalo Spear both beautifully crafted – $1,499/pair
2  Old 67” Sr. Moran spear that is nicely made – $699
2 Old Matched pair (66” & 65”) great for crossing with easily removed surface rust – $1,499/pair
2 Old 64” Jr. Moran spear not as refined as the others – $599
1

2

3

4

5

6
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8
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12

13

SPEARS FROM THE SUDAN

2 Old slavers spear from the Sudan with brass ring and metal wrapped bottom – $699
2 Wicked 74” barbed throwing spear with beautiful top and brass wrapped counter weight – $599
2 64” throwing spear with barbs cut into top metal shaft. Bottom of wood shaft is warped – $499
2 Wicked 60” barbed throwing spear with engraved top and beautifully balanced – $599
2 59” throwing spear with brass wrapped counter-weight on the end – $499
2 46” Hippo spear with detachable head that is tied to the shaft (bobber) – $999
2 49” hunting spear with crudely finished top and bottom metal – $399
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KUBA (CONGO)

2 Beautifully crafted 77” Kuba lance with incredible checkered shaft, wire banding and two-tone blade – $999
2 Beautifully crafted 64” Kuba spear with palm shaped blade, carved throwing bulb – $799
2 Ancient and beautifully crafted 64” Kuba spear with carved throwing bulb. Some rust and last 1” of this spear broke off but was
21

22
23

repaired successfully – $699

2 Old 62” long-bladed Kuba with intricately carved throwing bulb and counter-weight – $549
2 Ancient and beautifully crafted 58” Kuba spear with carved throwing bulb, bottom spike and some rust – $699
2 Ancient and beautifully crafted 58” Kuba spear with carved throwing bulb, intact counter-weight and rust that has claimed
24
25

26

some of the blade – $399

2 Mbole (Congo) dowry payment spear with long bottom metal – $399
2 Over 100 year old Kuba Chief ’s spear has beautifully crafted blade and bottom metal. Spear is 46” long and accented
27

28

with spotted hide – $1,199

2 Old 55” Kuba with decorative metal wrapping, carved throwing bulb and rare cowbell bottom – $599
2 Kuba reproductions have brass barbs, leather handles and come apart in the middle. Lengths vary from 68”-72.”
29

30–35

We will ship tallest to shortest – $399 each
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STEEL SPEAR DISPLAYS
These custom-made displays hold five
spears; Maasai, Zulu and others with a
pointed or flat bottom up to 5/8” across.
Measure 23” tall, 20” wide and weighs 9
pounds. Load from the center to keep it
balanced. Ships flat and you simply screw
the legs onto the threaded posts. See
website for details. – $299
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Show Schedule

Please visit us at the following
conventions for exclusive show products.

African Sporting
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1421 Lexington Ave. Suite 257 | Mansfield, OH 44907
www.AfricanSC.com | 419-529-5599 | info@AfricanSC.com

The Ultimate Hunters’ Market
February 3-6, 2021
Booths TBD
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV

February 11-14, 2021
Booth #2534
Kay Bailey Hutchison
Convention Center

Visit Us
Online!

Stocking Stuffers

BINO
STRAP

2’’ CANVAS SLING

A third wider than most other slings and
fits either .75’’ or 1” swivel. – $44

Useful all-leather
piece slides out
of the way behind
your hip whennot
in use. – $49

TUSK KEY RING

These jewelry quality pieces are handbuffed and topped with a custom-fitted
brass cap. Available in three sizes.
1” Small – $29 | 3” Medium – $39
5” Large – $49

